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1

Regional Action Plan of the Port Region – Freeport of Budapest

1.1 Definition of the Port Region

The Port Region of the Freeport of Budapest is the port’s hinterland area from which the port’s
customers are drawn from. More specifically we applied the following approach: „hinterland area
is the markets reach of the port, that is, the areas from which cargo originates, as well as the areas
where cargo moving through the port is destined. Some ports have hinterlands that extend across
many states, while other ports will have smaller hinterlands.”
As regards the Freeport of Budapest, cargo originates from and is destined to all over the country.
There are big companies operating in the area of the Freeport and besides waterway, most of them
have rail and road connections as well.
Besides the intermodal transport connections within the port, the capital centralization of
Hungary also explains the extension of the hinterland area to a broad context. Most of the Danube
ports in Hungary have their specific advantages (e.g. suitability for certain cargo types) due to which
their market reach might be country-wide.
The main reason to set the hinterland area on a relatively wide scope is that better transport
connections (on rail, road or even waterway) are more relevant motivators for shipping to the
Freeport of Budapest than the geographical vicinity of the port itself. For example, a shipping
company will more probably choose the Freeport of Budapest if there is a direct highway
connection than another company closer to the port, but with no direct transport connection.
Based on the above-mentioned reasoning, in case of Budapest Freeport, the hinterland area is
understood on country level, i.e. on NUTS0.
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1.2 Description of specific target groups
Stakeholders
Target groups and the main stakeholders the Freeport of Budapest has to keep good relations with
during the port operation, management and future port developments:
Within the port:


The owner of the Freeport (state property), the holder of property rights is MAHARTFreeport Co. Ltd.



Port operator companies within the Freeport (e.g. Mahart Container Center, ArcelorMittal,
EKOL Logistics, MOL Hungarian Oil and GAS Plc.)



Other users of the Freeport (shipping companies, railway undertakings, ancillary service
providers)

Accessing transport infrastructure, transport links:


Hungarian Railways (MÁV Zrt.)



National Infrastructure Developer Plc. (NIF Zrt.)



Municipality of Csepel (XXI.) district, Municipality of Budapest

Authorities, other institutions:


Water Directorate with territorial jurisdiction: Central-Transdanubian Water Directorate



Ministry of National Development, Shipping Department
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Government Office of Budapest Capital, Transport Department



Associations: Hungarian Federation of Danube Ports – HFIP (involving other Danube ports),
Association of Hungarian Logistics Service Centres (MLSZKSZ)



National Association of Radio Distress-Signalling and Infocommunications (RSOE)

Target group of the proposed measures
Out of the above listed stakeholders, not each of them is directly responsible to implement the
recommended RAP measures. Stakeholders to be involved in the implementation of the measures
are as follows:


MAHART-Freeport Co. Ltd.



Hungarian Railways (MÁV Zrt.)



National Infrastructure Developer Plc. (NIF Zrt.)



Municipality of Csepel (XXI.) district, Municipality of Budapest



Central-Transdanubian Water Directorate



Ministry of National Development
o

Shipping Department

o

Transport Department, responsible for the implementation of Transport
Development Operation Programme



State Aid Monitoring Office of Hungary



Hungarian Federation of Danube Ports – HFIP and its port operator members



National Association of Radio Distress-Signalling and Infocommunications (RSOE)

Main industries and cargo flows within the Freeport of Budapest:


Containers



Ro-Ro cargo



Rail freight



Waste metal and other metal products



Fertilizer

1.3 Overview of recommended measures
1.3.1

Description of importance of the chosen measures

When selecting the 10 strategic measures, the following criteria were taken into consideration:


Possibility to generate additional cargo volume in IWT and increasing the modal split of
IWT;
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Enhancing the investments into port developments;



Improving the human, IT and technological capacities of Hungarian ports;



Improving the level of logistics services in Hungarian ports;



Improving the accessing infrastructure of the Freeport of Budapest on Csepel island.
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1.3.2

Clustering of measures

Inter-relations and dependencies between the recommended measures are explained by the following table:
INTER-CONNECTION WITHIN MEASURES
LEGAL FRAME
1. Harmonisation of the GBER articles
2. Port management studies
3. Preferential loan for SMEs in inland
navigation
INFRASTRUCTURE
4. Improving the Hungarian Danube
section, ensuring 2,5 m water depth
5. Intermodal development of
Hungarian ports’ infrastructure
6. Upgrade the railway link between
Budapest Freeport and the core
network
7. Connecting road to TEN-t port in Paks
8. Budapest-Belgrade railroad

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10

Connection between measures
The proper application of GBER articles and the eligibility of port
superstructure is a precondition of any EU funded port development (infraand superstructure)
Port management studies have to provide adequate knowledge on the
application of financing instruments and the port information systems as well
Refundable financing instruments shall be accessible for port operators and
port users
In order to increase the overall IWT cargo volume in Hungary, the navigability
of the Hungarian Danube section must be improved
A new funding scheme for port operators is 1) dependent on the GBER
harmonisation, 2) could be combined with refundable subsidy and 3)
supplement other major port developments
The railway construction works to be funded might be entirely/ partly subject
to state aid. The end of the Budapest-Belgrade line in Budapest will be
connected to the Csepel railway network.
The road access development of Paks port is also subject to state aid and the
navigability of the Danube is also a key aspect of the additional cargo volume.
Switching additional freight volume onto waterways is also dependent on the
navigability of the Danube. Connection with Measure 6. see above.

COOPERATION
9. Integrated Port Information System
(KIR)

KIR is about to provide IT background related to inland navigation and must
be integrated with the intermodal technologies introduced in the Danube
ports.

TECHNOLOGY
10. Biomass based power plant concept
in Danube ports

If biomass power plant is stablished in Danube ports, this would require
further investments with refundable/ non-refundable subsidies and will also
create additional cargo volume on the Danube.

1.3.3

Expected effects on freight transport

The implementation of the selected measures is expected to have to following impacts on the
waterborne transport along the Danube:
1. The harmonization of GBER articles is one precondition for any EU funded port
development project and also an important tool to prevent irregularities in the usage of
EU funds.
2. The expansion of the port management studies contributes to higher level service
provision and higher-level customer satisfaction, which attracts capital and direct
investment in Danube logistics, ports’ and inland waterways’ infrastructural development.
3. The modernization of the Hungarian vessel fleet contributes to the attractiveness of IWT
and increasing the share of IWT in the modal split.
4. Assuring a minimum of 2,5 m draught would increase the volume and share of IWT in the
modal split and allow new products to be transported on the Danube.
5. The launch of a new funding scheme for small-scale developments in Hungarian ports
could increase of intermodal capacities and the waterborne transport volume, assure
higher interoperability with rail transport as well as increase the container transport
volume.
6. The construction of the Belgrade-Budapest railroad will reduce the travel time between
Budapest and Belgrade to 3,5 hours, whereas Asian freight volume can be transported
much faster and in a greater volume to the Central and Western European region.
7. As a result of the connecting road from the M6 highway to the Port of Paks, high share of
the additional shipping demand of the power plant construction works could be
transported on the Danube.
8. The construction works of Gubacsi and Galvani bridge as well as the reconstruction of
Corvin node in Csepel island could eliminate the bottleneck between the core railway
network and the Freeport.
9. “KIR project” will have positive impacts on competitiveness of inland waterway transport,
modal split, traffic management, service quality, safety and security.
10. The energy biomass value chains along the River Danube could increase the share of IWT
in the modal split, while creating biologistics hubs at Danube ports.
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1.4 Description of recommended measures
1.4.1

Harmonisation of the GBER articles for port developments

Source: Hungarian Statistics Office – ksh.hu

1. Harmonisation of the GBER articles for port developments
Description
Since the latest amendment of GBER (General Block Exemption
Regulation of state aid subsidies) – the extension to ports and
airports in 2017 –funding rules for ports have been significantly
modified.
Before the publication of the new GBER article ‘Aid for inland
ports’, in the lack of a dedicated GBER article, major port
investments form Hungary had been notified individually to the
Commission. The new article aims at providing a clear legislation
on the public funds for port infrastructure, however, the
definitions and the applicability of the aid raises fundamental
questions:
• what infrastructure elements are exactly part of ‘port
infrastructure’ in the understanding of the article?
• what superstructure elements and equipment are exactly
part of ‘port superstructure’ in the understanding of the
article?
• since port superstructure is not, only port infrastructure
costs are eligible under this article, under what article of
the GBER are the superstructure elements eligible for
funding?
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Given the very strict definition of the eligible port infrastructure,
port superstructure not eligible under ‘Aid for inland ports’ could
be eligible under the article ‚Aid for local infrastructure’.
There is an ongoing discussion between the DG Competition and
the responsible Ministries of several EU countries on the question.
GBER definitions under ’Aid for inland ports’
In line with the GBER article, the definition of port infrastructure,
port superstructures and access infrastructure should be
examined. According to GBER ‘port infrastructure’ means
infrastructures and facilities for the provision of transport related
port services. The regulation lists the elements that can be
described here by way of example only:
 berths used for the mooring of ships, quay walls, jetties and
floating pontoon ramps in tidal areas, internal basins, backfills
and land reclamation, alternative fuel infrastructure and
infrastructure for the collection of ship-generated waste and
cargo residues.
According to GBER ‘port superstructure’ means surface
arrangements (such as for storage), fixed equipment (such as
warehouses and terminal buildings) as well as mobile equipment
(such as cranes) located in a port for the provision of transport
related port services.
According to the GBER regulation ‘access infrastructure’ means
any type of infrastructure necessary to ensure access and entry
from land or sea and river by users to a port, or in a port: roads, rail
tracks, channels and locks.
Infrastructures and superstructures within the territory of a port
qualify as port infrastructures or superstructures pursuant to the
definitions of GBER only if they are for the provision of transport
related port services.
GBER definitions under ’Aid for local infrastructure’
According to the regulation of the Article 56 of GBER regarding
‘Investment aid for local infrastructures’: financing for the
construction or upgrade of local infrastructures which concerns
infrastructure that contribute at a local level to improving the
business and consumer environment and modernising and
developing the industrial base shall be compatible with the internal
market within the meaning of Article 107(3) of the Treaty and shall
be exempt from the notification requirement of Article 108(3) of
the Treaty, provided that the conditions laid down in this Article
and in Chapter I are fulfilled.
Recommendations
All infrastructure elements located in the territory of the port and
not covered by the above definition, which contribute at a local
Project co-funded by the European Union
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Beneficiaries

Responsible institution

Steps

level to improving the business and consumer environment and
modernising and developing the industrial base, shall be eligible
for aid under the category of ‘Aid for local infrastructure’.
Who is benefitting from this measure and why?
Any stakeholder of port operation is benefitting from the
measure since the development of ports' infrastructure affects
various level of port management: port owners, port managers,
port operators, shipping companies and any other user of the
concerned Danube ports.
Objectives of the measure
The harmonisation of GBER articles (Aid for inland port vs Aid for
local infrastructure) and the application of clear and common
definitions within the GBER is one precondition for any EU funded
port development project and also an important tool to prevent
irregularities in the usage of EU funds.
Who is responsible for implementing the recommended action?
The harmonisation of GBER definitions is the responsibility of the
DG Competition regulating state aid provisions.
Nevertheless, to initiate discussion with the Commission, the
establishment of a working group of the concerned countries is
recommended. There is already a room for addressing similar
questions directly to the DG Competition (responsibility of the
Ministries), which member states have already made use of, but
these Q&As have not proved to be effective to have the same
understanding of the problem. It is necessary that member states
work together on a recommendation and initiate a meaningful
consultation with the Commission.
Responsible institutions of member states are the Ministries
responsible for managing transport development financial
instruments and/ or the respective State Aid Monitoring Offices.
Which other institutions should be involved?
In order to create a common and detailed GBER legislation –
applicable for any member state - consultation between the
Commission and the responsible state aid monitoring offices is
desirable.
What concrete steps will have to be taken in order to implement
the whole recommendation?
This is what the responsible institution has to do as preparation
The measure shall be initiated by the member states.
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These are the stakeholders the responsible institution has to
involve
State aid monitoring offices of member states and the Managing
Authorities managing EU funds for transport development shall
be involved.
This is what the responsible institution has to do first, second,
third
 DG Commission could initiate a deep discussion with
member states to understand the eligibility problems caused
by the unclear provisions of the GBER articles.
 Agreeing with member states on the common
understanding of GBER definitions.
 Publishing supplementary provisions for the concerned
GBER articles.
This is what the responsible institution has to do before the
recommendation can be considered as successfully implemented
Completion of GBER legislation.
This is what the responsible institution has to do to monitor and
evaluate the action (if applicable)  which criteria are useful for
measuring good or poor implementation? Where are these data
available or do we have to collect the relevant data?
The use of EU funds under GBER articles ‘Aid for inland ports’ and
‚Aid for local infrastructure’ is a clear feedback on the application
of the state aid schemes.
Horizon for
implementation

Budget

Taken from the Roadmap and further specified if possible
The necessary consultations and the completion of the legislation
require a minimum of 1 year.
Estimated necessary budget and (if possible) recommendation
from where the budget can be generated (funding options etc.)
Since this measure does not have a nature of investment,
estimated budget is not explicit.
However, it is recommended to assign external experts to
facilitate this process: organise at least 2 workshops with other
member state representatives and prepare a detailed proposal
that can be shared with the DG Competition. Based on this
proposal, 2 personal meetings with the DG Competition is
desirable (involving member state representatives and the
experts).
The estimated cost of this process, including expert fees and
plane tickets is 40.000 €.
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Good practice example

In case the measure is adopted from a different country, give
reference to the example in order to facilitate communication and
learning from each other
Since there is no experience available for the use of the new
GBER article ‘Aid for inland ports’, good practices have not been
identified.

1.4.2

Port management studies to be extended

Fresh graduates at University of Dunaújváros, Source: uniduna.hu [Accessed 10.05.2018]

2. Port management studies to be extended
Description
Training program, learning materials for port managers and operators
were jointly developed and completed by the Hungarian Federation of
Danube Ports (HFIP), University of Dunaújváros and Ecotech Nonprofit
Zrt. 1.5 years before the program’s official launch in October 2016.
Training program has two major fields in line with requirements of the
faculty:
1) port economics including port and HR management, trade and
marketing, general port operation businesses
2) port operations including mechanical competencies, navigation
skills, product handling, environment protection, health and
safety, foreign language skills
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There were theoretical and practical courses as well. Theoretical sessions
took place at University of Dunaújváros while practical courses were held
in the ports of Budapest, Dunaújváros and Baja.
Courses were given by experts of HFIP. Ecotech Nonprofit Zrt. guaranteed
high-end online learning materials and IT support. Flexible conditions (IT
background, block seminars) ensured students to manage both their
working life and school, to take part at lessons and exams.
Students were delegated by different Danube ports from Hungary:
smaller and larger ports, private and state-owned ones regardless of their
portfolio, capacities, equipment or the transhipped product.
In 1 June 2017, 20 students passed their exams successfully and received
certificates.
The training program received positive feedbacks from professionals and
stakeholders from public and private sectors too. HFIP facilitates urgent
launch of the second class including students from ministries, consulting
companies, other port operators who have not participated before. Also,
in the future, the program shall grow internationally and be extended to
cover other modes of transportation in case of trimodal ports.
The involvement of public bodies is exceptionally important, because
ministries act as Management Authorities of the related EU-level and
national-level funding programs. It is crucial for the IWT sector officials at
the Shipping Authority to be partners and understand the points and
importance of Danube logistics.
Involvement of external companies, advisors is also important, since their
expertise is very useful in the fields of project development and project
management. Their core competencies and skills on port management
and operations shall be improved to higher levels.
Handling road and rail traffic requires special skills and competencies in
trimodal ports, therefore the training program should include intermodal
traffic management as well.
Internationalization of the training program is important to spread
Hungarian expertise in inland navigation and port management,
generating further cooperation and businesses with other Danube
countries.
To achieve these objectives mentioned above:






Learning materials and IT background shall be updated;
Stakeholders shall be notified and involved;
Possible guest lecturers shall be invited (especially from abroad);
Licenses for launching the second class shall be approved;
Financial sources shall be dedicated by HFIP, University of
Dunaújváros, Ecotech Nonprofit Zrt. and other possible investors.
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Beneficiaries

Who is benefitting from this measure and why?
The entire IWT sector is benefitting from this measure. Higher level
service provision results in higher level customer satisfaction and attracts
capital and direct investment in Danube logistics, ports’ and inland
waterways’ infrastructural development.
Objectives of the measure
 Harmonizing the level of service provision in port management, port
administration and port operations.
 Increasing customer satisfaction and attracting new partners,
contributing to changes in the modal split shifting towards IWT,
reducing the share of road transport

Responsible institution

Who is responsible for implementing the recommended action?
Hungarian Federation of Danube Ports (HFIP) and Ecotech Nonprofit Zrt.
are responsible for implementing the training program.
University of Dunaújváros, Freeport of Budapest, Baja and Dunaújváros
are responsible for ensuring the sites of theoretical and practical
sessions.
Which other institutions should be involved?

Steps

Ministry of National Development (Shipping Authority and Managing
Authority of transport development OP), the General Department of
Transport in the Government Office of Budapest as lecturers and
students as well.
What concrete steps will have to be taken in order to implement the
whole recommendation?
This is what the responsible institution has to do as preparation
 Learning materials to be modernized and updated by experts of
HFIP.
 Online materials, cloud-based services, conditions for polymedia
lectures to be developed by Ecotech Nonprofit Zrt.
 Financial sources shall be acquired and dedicated for successful
implementation.
These are the stakeholders the responsible institution has to involve





Ministry of National Development, Shipping Authority
Ministry for National Economics
Consulting companies
Foreign professionals from large ports e.g. ARA ports, NAPA ports

This is what the responsible institution has to do first, second, third
1. Organizing a consultation to define the baseline and clarify the
objectives of the training program for all stakeholders; additionally,
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2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

press- and summary documents shall be distributed within key
stakeholders of special interests.
Involving possible implementing bodies to share responsibilities.
Estimating costs and time planning (first phase).
Targeting potential students from port operator companies.
Measuring the effectiveness and profitability of port management,
operation and administration services based on statistics and
customer satisfaction before launching the program.
Estimating costs and time planning (supervising the first phase
estimates).
Defining locations of the lessons (university or conference halls for
lectures and group seminars, ports for practical sessions).
Purchasing necessary equipment, software and IT services.
Launching the training program.

This is what the responsible institution has to do before the
recommendation can be considered as successfully implemented
Measuring
1. Students’ satisfaction with available courses
2. Student’s satisfaction with lecturers’ expertise and preparedness
3. Students’ and teachers’ satisfaction on technical conditions and IT
support
4. Professionals’ satisfaction with the level of training program
5. Government’s openness, engagement to support such programs
6. Number of students out of the fresh graduates who can find a job or
take the next level in their carrier in the fields of port logistics,
operation, management and administration.
7. Number of companies out of all port operators/owners delegating
colleagues (students) to the training program
This is what the responsible institution has to do to monitor and
evaluate the action (if applicable)  which criteria are useful for
measuring good or poor implementation? Where are these data
available or do we have to collect the relevant data?

Horizon for
implementation

1. Continuously testing students’ and teachers’ satisfaction with
available infrastructure, learning materials and the level of
education
2. Closing the training program
3. Measuring the effectiveness and profitability of port management,
operation and administration services based on statistics and
customer satisfaction a little while after first graduates returned to
work.
Taken from the Roadmap and further specified if possible
Horizon for implementation for the first time was to educate practicing
port managers and port operators. When launching the second class,
representatives from other sectors shall be involved as well.
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Both first and future second class are targeting Hungarian participants,
but the horizon of future classes shall be wider including students from
other Danube countries.
Considering education fields, the program covered port economics and
management and port operations, logistics activities (services in the port)
and navigation (services on water). In the future, the program shall
include intermodal traffic management as well. Training programs for
shipmasters and ship mates shall be jointly developed with port
management studies.
Budget

Estimated necessary budget and (if possible) recommendation from
where the budget can be generated (funding options etc.)
Implementation (non-recurring costs)
Cost of development of learning materials: EUR 5,500
Alternative costs for port companies due to missing colleagues: EUR 800
Operation (yearly costs)
Human capacities, wages of teachers, lecturers: EUR 30,000
Cost of ensuring the IT background, polymedia classes, software and
cloud-based services for remote access: EUR 25,000
Incomes for financing expenditures:
HFIP membership: EUR 3,000/member/year
22 members guarantee EUR 66,000 annually, however, the Association
needs to cover its other expenditures as well from this sum.

Good practice example

In case the measure is adopted from a different country, give reference
to the example in order to facilitate communication and learning from
each other
not relevant
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1.4.3

Preferential loan for SMEs for vessel construction and development

Source: fortepan.hu

3. Preferential loan for SMEs for vessel construction and development
Description

Development of truck fleet of a road haulage company is easily
manageable by using bank loans offered for SMEs. Considering
inland waterway transport neither vessel construction and
modernization nor port infrastructure development are
supported on a market basis.
However, vessel construction requires higher level of
investment, whereas financial return is significantly slower. This
is also a reason why financial supporting instruments are needed.
Comparing the legislative, funding and taxing environment of
road, rail and waterborne transport, competitive neutrality of the
different transport modes is not guaranteed. Policy makers shall
be committed to prefer green logistics and mobility, less polluting
modes of transportation and encourage banks and investors to
support slowly returning businesses such as waterway transport.

Beneficiaries

Who is benefitting from this measure and why?
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Shipping companies owning old and outdated fleet to be
modernized would benefit from this measure the most. They
currently have limited financial and funding sources for developing
their fleet.
Objectives of the measure
Loans with preferential conditions for vessel construction and
development would support shipping companies to upgrade their
fleet.
Shipping companies, freight forwarding companies to have the
opportunity to receive loans from banks with lower rates for
construction or development of vessels and barges.
The modernisation of the Hungarian vessel fleet contributes to the
attractiveness of IWT and increasing the share of IWT in the modal
split.
Responsible institution

Who is responsible for implementing the recommended action?
Preferential loan schemes shall be initiated by the Hungarian
Government and could be managed by the Hungarian
Development Bank (MFB).
Commercial banks can also develop and introduce new loan
schemes.
Which other institutions should be involved?
Hungarian Government,
commercial banks

Steps

Hungarian

Development

Bank,

What concrete steps will have to be taken in order to implement
the whole recommendation?
This is what the responsible institution has to do as preparation
1. Discover the market, needs of market players, potentials of the
sector
2. Design the structures and framework of financing vessel
construction and development
These are the stakeholders the responsible institution has to
involve
1. Shipping companies e.g. MAHART PassNave
2. Port owners
3. Port operators
4. Hungarian Government, Hungarian Development Bank,
commercial banks
5. Ministry of National Development – Shipping Authority
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6. General Department of Transport in the Government Office of
Budapest
This is what the responsible institution has to do first, second,
third
Hungarian Government shall facilitate the process with specific
legislation on financing and granting eco-innovative solutions,
development of Hungarian vessel fleet.
Shipping companies, ports shall provide information on their
financial needs, volume of necessary development projects, costs
of purchasing, modernizing, upgrading, reconstructing.
Authorities shall provide information on how to handle, coordinate
such products with long-term return.
This is what the responsible institution has to do before the
recommendation can be considered as successfully implemented
Measuring the following indicators:
1. Average age of vessels in the Hungarian fleet
2. Age of the oldest vessel in the Hungarian fleet
3. Age of the youngest vessel in the Hungarian fleet
4. Number of ships to be constructed by means of preferential
loans
5. Number of ships to be reconstructed/modernized by means of
preferential loans
6. Port development projects to be implemented thanks to the
preferential loans
This is what the responsible institution has to do to monitor and
evaluate the action (if applicable)  which criteria are useful for
measuring good or poor implementation? Where are these data
available or do we have to collect the relevant data?
 Monitoring the use of the most popular loan schemes
 Rates of return
 Short-, mid- and long-term loans: most popular loan
schemes
Horizon for
implementation

Taken from the Roadmap and further specified if possible
As far as the timeframe of introduction is concerned, since the
current budgeting period is coming to its end by 2020 (2021), new
financing and funding mechanisms can be introduced.
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Budget

Estimated necessary budget and (if possible) recommendation
from where the budget can be generated (funding options etc.)


Implementation (non-recurring costs)

National legislation only regulates the banking system, and
preferential loans are not direct financial supports like nonrefundable grant schemes. The main goal of introducing
refundable finding instruments is to shift from the current
funding mechanisms towards a market-based economy
development, while preferring environmentally friendly
interventions. The amount of subsidy due to the tax incentives
could be 2-3 million € altogether.


Operation (yearly costs)

The operation of the measure shall be provided by the
Development Bank and commercial banks. The estimated number
of the necessary human resource is ~15 full-time people through 3
years - ~800.000 €
Good practice example

In case the measure is adopted from a different country, give
reference to the example in order to facilitate communication and
learning from each other
Referring to Western-European practices especially in the
Lowlands, it is common and wide spread that ship owners and
shipping companies apply for loans in regular trade banks to
upgrade their vessels, entire fleets or complete investments in
inland ports.
Good practice for national financing instrument handling
institution: KfW Bank Group in Germany
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1.4.4

Improving the infrastructural conditions of IWW transport on the Hungarian section of
the Danube, ensuring 2,5 m water depth

Source: Hungarian Federation of Danube Ports

4. Improving the infrastructural conditions of IWW transport on the Hungarian section of
the Danube, ensuring 2,5 m water depth
Description
Danube as a transport corridor is presently underutilized. Though
there are numerous EU funded port development projects, they
cannot further contribute to the overall waterborne transport
volume in lack of the improvement of navigability.
There are three low-water sensitive sections on the Danube
including the entire Hungarian section i.e. 378 river kilometres
with 21 fords, 28 stenosis and 6 sites tend to become icepacks.
Hungarian Danube section must be adequately watered, this is a
burden for water transport. According to the New Széchenyi Plan
(national policy for development) for instance, share of IWT must
be raised from 2% in 2010 to 10% by 2030.
Responsibilities
1. In case of successful lobbying and engagement of policy
makers, Hungarian government’s task exclusively is to
dedicate financial sources for preparation and construction
works.
2. Water Authorities will coordinate the implementation.
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3. Water construction companies will complete dredging works
and establishing dams and floodgates.
Beneficiaries

Who is benefitting from this measure and why?
The entire cargo and passenger transportation sector on inland
waterways including shipping companies, cargo ports, freight
forwarders and passenger transporters can benefit from this
measure. As an additional impact, overused highways can be
relieved from huge traffic as well.
Objectives of the measure
To make IWT more efficient and profitable by assuring a minimum
of 2,5 draught.
To increase the volume and share of IWT in the modal split and
decrease the volume of road transport.
To generate bigger turnover in Hungarian cargo ports and widen
their portfolio with products currently not transported on the
Danube.

Responsible institution

Who is responsible for implementing the recommended action?


Hungarian Government, Water Directorates

Which other institutions should be involved?



Steps

Ministries, management authorities of operational
programmes
Port owners, port operators, management companies,
authorities
Regional and local authorities

What concrete steps will have to be taken in order to implement
the whole recommendation?
This is what the responsible institution has to do as preparation





Dedicated financial sources are necessary in the frame of
the prevailing Transport operational program
Signing responsible actors (Water Directorates, regional
authorities) to coordinate implementation
Favouring the environmentally more sustainable
waterway and rail transport against road transport
Designing a timeframe for completion

These are the stakeholders the responsible institution has to
involve


Port operators, port owners, port management
companies
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Regional and local authorities

This is what the responsible institution has to do first, second,
third
1. Mapping, updating critical sections, spots, fords and stenosis
where intervention, construction works, dredging is crucial
2. Complete dredging works at the crucial sections
3. Establish water dams and floodgates
4. Measure draught of vessels
5. Maintenance and operation of the renewed waterway
infrastructure
This is what the responsible institution has to do before the
recommendation can be considered as successfully implemented
 Number of days the Danube is navigable with no interruption
on the entire Hungarian section with a minimum of 2,5 m
vessel draught: more than 300 days per year
 Waterborne transhipment volume on the Danube (including
transhipment on the Hungarian section, and transit as well)
 Change of road transport volume
This is what the responsible institution has to do to monitor and
evaluate the action (if applicable)  which criteria are useful for
measuring good or poor implementation? Where are these data
available or do we have to collect the relevant data?
 Change in the turnover of Hungarian Danube ports
 Change of portfolio of Hungarian Danube ports
(diversification)
Horizon for implementation

Taken from the Roadmap and further specified if possible
In case dedicated financial sources and clear policy for improving
Danube navigability is available, dredging can be completed in 2
years, while the construction of dams and floodgates at critical
sections can be executed in 4 years.

Budget

Estimated necessary budget and (if possible) recommendation
from where the budget can be generated (funding options etc.)
 Implementation (non-recurring costs)
There is no up-to date budget estimate for the optimal technical
implementation plan, but the volume of investment for the dams
and floodgates and completing dredging works could be over 10
billion €.
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Good practice example

In case the measure is adopted from a different country, give
reference to the example in order to facilitate communication and
learning from each other
Rhine, Maine and even the upper sections of Danube are navigable
almost throughout the whole year thanks to frequent dredging and
well-developed floodgate and dam-system. These activities,
related infrastructure and facilities as an entire regime must be
benchmarked on the whole Hungarian Danube section.

1.4.5

Intermodal development of Hungarian ports’ infrastructure

Source: Freeport of Budapest Logistics

5. Intermodal development of Hungarian ports’ infrastructure
Description
Intermodal development of Hungarian Danube ports is a
comprehensive measure, which aims at increasing the intermodal
capacity of the concerned ports.
In the past years the Transport Development Operational
Programmes have provided significant subsidies for Hungarian
ports. Within these financing instruments, the bigger TEN-T ports
(Győr-Gönyű, Budapest Freeport, Baja and Mohács) received
significantly higher level of EU support given their TEN-T status.
However, the other Danube ports also have an important role in
the overall waterborne freight transport and still planning to
invest in the intermodal capacities.
There is a strong expectation to launch a new grant scheme
supporting all Danube ports. The focus of the activities to be
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Beneficiaries

granted should the development of intermodal capacities and the
related necessary equipment and infrastructure. Intermodality is
a key question since these ports are the main intermodal centres
of the country:
 Port facilities and the type of cargo to be handled strongly differ
among ports, thus technological developments should be
tailored to these characteristics.
 Since the continuous increase of rail freight is expected, the
intermodal solutions connected to rail transport should be a
focus too.
 Container transport has been continuously growing in the past
years (3-6% per year), which can also be considered when
developing port facilities.
During the year 2017, altogether 44 port operators handled 5,8
million tonnes of waterborne fright in 55 ports, possessing
operational permit.
Developments to result in and to assist the trimodality of
Hungarian Danube ports with special focus on the diversification
of intermodal logistics services:
 Small-scale river walls construction, reconstruction,
reinforcement, protection;
 Cargo handling equipment, including fixed equipment e.g.
conveyor belts or portal cranes and mobile equipment.
 Adequate port infrastructure and equipment for special cargo:
o Reinforced and or longer quay for heavy/ oversize cargo
handling
o Ro-Ro terminal for rolling cargo
o Container handling cranes and loaders
 Increase of storage capacities: warehouses, silos, open storage
areas
 Quay with navigation infrastructure (steps, bollards, landing
stages, etc.);
 Construction, relocation, reinforcement of flood protection
dams, embankment structures and ramparts to protect
waterside infrastructure developments;
 Construction of road and outdoor covers, construction/
renovation of substructures attached to quay service railways
and cranes;
 Establishment of public road connections and links;
 Rail links and connections;
 Port transport infrastructure development, including parking
lots
 Installation and modernization of navigation information
systems;
Who is benefitting from this measure and why?
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Responsible institution

Steps

Direct beneficiaries of a new funding scheme could be port
owners, port managers, port operators and Water Directorates.
Indirect beneficiaries are shipping companies and producers of
the transhipped cargo.
Objectives of the measure
 Increase of intermodal capacities in all of the Danube ports.
 Increase of waterborne transport volume transhipped in
Hungarian ports, higher interoperability with rail transport
 Increase of container transport within waterborne transport
volumes
Who is responsible for implementing the recommended action?
The new funding scheme shall be initiated by the respective
Managing Authority (presently belongs to the Ministry of National
Development), but the financing source shall be approved by the
Hungarian Government.
Which other institutions should be involved?
Since the funding scheme is subject to state aid, the funding call
shall be approved by the State aid Monitoring Office of Hungary
as well.
The Hungarian Federation of Danube Ports, as the representative
of the concerned ports, shall also be involved in the elaboration
of the eligible activities and the related conditions.
What concrete steps will have to be taken in order to implement
the whole recommendation?
This is what the responsible institution has to do as preparation
Design the draft of the funding scheme and nominate it on the
‘yearly development framework’ to be approved by the
government.
These are the stakeholders the responsible institution has to
involve
State Aid Monitoring Office, Hungarian Federation of Danube
Ports
This is what the responsible institution has to do first, second,
third
1. Design the draft of the funding call
2. Consultations with the State Aid Monitoring office and HFIP
3. Nominate the scheme in the yearly development framework
of the Managing Authority for government approval
4. Launch of the funding instrument
This is what the responsible institution has to do before the
recommendation can be considered as successfully implemented
Measuring the following achievements of the executed projects:
 Number of ports where developments have been executed
 Number of port operators executing development project
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Horizon for implementation

Budget

Good practice example

 The diversification of logistics service portfolio in Hungarian
Danube ports – number of new services provided
 Number of reconstructed/constructed berths
 Length of constructed/ reconstructed rails and roads – within
the ports and accessing the ports
This is what the responsible institution has to do to monitor and
evaluate the action (if applicable)  which criteria are useful for
measuring good or poor implementation? Where are these data
available or do we have to collect the relevant data?
 Increase of the IWT volume in Hungary
 Increase of the IWT share in the modal split in Hungary
 The overall intermodal transport volume of the Hungarian
ports (including all means of transport)
Taken from the Roadmap and further specified if possible
The geographical horizon of the measure is the Hungarian section
of the Danube, in the concerned ports. The 55 ports are situated
along the Danube in/ in the vicinity of 14 cities, as seen on the
below map.
Time horizon of the elaboration of the funding scheme is ~ 1 year,
whereas the time horizon of the projects’ implementation is 1 –
1,5 years.
Estimated necessary budget and (if possible) recommendation
from where the budget can be generated (funding options etc.)
 Implementation (non-recurring costs)
The estimated allocation of 25-30 small scale intermodal
development projects is 15-20 million €
 Operation (yearly costs)
The operation of the measure shall be provided by the Managing
Authority. The estimated number of the necessary human
resource is 3 full-time people until the execution of the projects
(for 2,5 year) - ~150.000 €
In case the measure is adopted from a different country, give
reference to the example in order to facilitate communication and
learning from each other
Although during the previous financing period two similar funding
schemes were successfully implemented in Hungary in the
previous transport development OP, there is no discovered good
practice from other member states.
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Hungarian ports along the Danube

1.4.6

Construction of the Belgrade-Budapest railroad

The Budapest-Belgrade railroad to be reconstructed - own editing
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6. Reconstruction of the railway line between Budapest and Belgrade
Description

The railway line between Budapest and Belgrade is currently in a
very poor technical condition. According to the official schedule,
it takes more than 8 hours to make the 380 km distance between
the two cities, but in practice the real travel time takes even 3
hours more. Currently, 1,5 million people are using this line, but
due to the lengths of the trip, most of the freight and passenger
transport is switched onto road.
The need for the reconstruction has been discussed since 1991.
The late Yugoslavia closed the pre-contract on this issue with the
European and American enterprises. Following the end of the
Yugoslavian state, this contract was not valid anymore. The latest
reconstruction plans are the results of the 16+1 cooperation
agreement program between China and the Eastern Central
European states. With the realisation of the project, Chinese goods
could be transported much faster to the Western European states.
As the implementation is founded by Chinese credit, Belgrade is
likely to become the first milestone of the new Silk way. The
construction of the new railroad might result in a stronger
economic cooperation between the European Union and China.
The existing line connects Belgrade with Ópazova, Újvidék Verbász,
Szabadka, Kelebia and Tompa. On the currently used tracks it is not
possible to make these distances in an hour, but if the
reconstruction takes place, all these cities will be accessible within
60 minutes. The renewal of the railway line between Belgrade and
Ópazova has already begun, the implementation is financed by
Russian credit.
The reconstruction of the railway links aims to let the trains travel
by 160km/hours. To ensure this speed, railway tracks cannot have
any ground level rise, which currently is a result of the
construction of dozens of tunnels and overpasses. The expected
travel speed also requires the installation of the European Train
Access System and its electronic safety device. The renewal is
expected to reduce the travel time between Budapest and
Belgrade to three and a half hours. The project plan also contains
the establishment of railway stations which are able to operate
with 750m long freight trains. On the stations the platform heights
will be 55 cm above the rail crown, which will ensure unobstructed
entry and boarding.
Both freight and passenger transport are investigated in feasibility
studies. As the execution plan represents, four railway tracks will
connect Budapest and Belgrade, to assure parallel operation of
both passenger and freight transport. Until freight wagons are not
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able to reach the sufficient speed to avoid congestion between the
passenger and cargo transport, the construction of four tracks is
required. The aspiration to let both passenger and freight
transportation work as fast as the technical conditions allow
represents that the main objective of the project is to shorten
travel time.
Beneficiaries

Who is benefitting from this measure and why?
All the stakeholders within the Freeport of Budapest and
Belgrade, due to the direct connection to the core network
corridors such as the Mediterranean corridor. Operating
companies in the districts around the port are also benefitting
from the measure, thanks to the faster freight transportation
between the two cities.
Objectives of the measure
The main objective of the measure is to strengthen the economic
connection between China and the Central European states. By
the realization of the project, bidirectional freight and passenger
transport will be accelerated between the two cities.

Responsible institution

Who is responsible for implementing the recommended action?
National Infrastructure Developer Plc. (NIF Zrt.) and the
Hungarian Railways (MÁV Zrt.) are the main responsible
organisations for the implementation, and the later operation.
Which other institutions should be involved?
As the construction takes place under the jurisdiction of the
European Union, the Hungarian government shall be involved.

Steps

What concrete steps will have to be taken in order to implement
the whole recommendation?
This is what the responsible institution has to do as preparation
The approval of the European Union is necessary for the
implementation works, cost-benefit estimates shall be presented.
These are the stakeholders the responsible institution has to
involve
Hungarian state, Hungarian railways and the concerned railway
undertakings shall be involved.
This is what the responsible institution has to do first, second,
third
 Consultation with railway undertakings and other
stakeholders.
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 Market analysis, financial and economic cost-benefit analysis
have to be prepared and discussed by all affected
institutions.
 Execution plans to be published.
This is what the responsible institution has to do before the
recommendation can be considered as successfully implemented
Publication of operation plans the analysis on the expected
economic impacts.
This is what the responsible institution has to do to monitor and
evaluate the action (if applicable)  which criteria are useful for
measuring good or poor implementation? Where are these data
available or do we have to collect the relevant data?
The responsible institution has to measure travel time, freight and
passenger transport between Belgrade and Budapest. The reduce
of travel time and the increase of freight and passenger transport
indicates that the implementation was successful.
These data shall be accessible from the Hungarian Railways.
Horizon for
implementation

Taken from the Roadmap and further specified if possible

Budget

Estimated necessary budget and (if possible) recommendation
from where the budget can be generated (funding options etc.)

Related feasibility studies are not public, but the estimated time
of the implementation is 3 years.

The estimated necessary budget is 4,5 billion €, which will be
financed by Chinese credit.
Good practice example

In case the measure is adopted from a different country, give
reference to the example in order to facilitate communication and
learning from each other
Since there is no experience available for rail reconstruction with
these conditions, good practices have not been identified.
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1.4.7

Connecting road from the M6 highway to the Port of Paks

M6
Paks
Danube

M6 highway, Danube and the city of Paks, own editing

7. Connecting road to TEN-T port in Paks
Description

MVM Paks II Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) Development1, a fully
owned subsidiary of the Hungarian power company MVM, is
expanding the Paks nuclear power plant, which is located 62 miles
(100km) south of Budapest, Hungary. The Paks II expansion will
comprise two units (5 and 6) of 1,200MW each (the existing four
units are 500MW each). Construction of Units 5 and 6 starts in
2018 and 2019 but commissioning is expected in 2025 and 2026
only.
Due to the forthcoming construction works, the shipping demand
of the area is expected to grow dramatically. Given the fact that

1

https://www.power-technology.com/projects/paks-ii-nuclear-power-plant/
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the plant is established along the Danube, waterborne
transportation is a strategic means of transport. Especially for
high and heavy goods, which are likely to be typical project cargo
during the nuclear plant expansion.
In order to provide adequate infrastructure for the intermodal
transportation processes, the inland connection of the M6
motorway and the port of Paks is a key element of the transport
system. The access infrastructure of the Paks port is also expected
to be developed as well to ensure higher capacity within the port.
During the construction works, high share of the shipping demand
could be transported on the Danube.
With the implementation of planned road development, new,
missing network connections will be established, the quality of
transport infrastructure will improve, the shipping time will be
shortened, and harmful emissions can be reduced, improving the
overall quality of life in the area.
As a result of the development of economic relevance, new jobs
can be created, which helps to preserve the local population,
while improving the quality of transport infrastructure, due to
which the economic importance of the region will be higher.
Beneficiaries

Who is benefitting from this measure and why?
Inhabitants of the city of Paks and the surrounding region.
Port operators in Paks and shipping companies using the ports.
Objectives of the measure
To build a new road between the M6 highway and the port of
Paks.
As a result of the development, a new high-quality road link would
be established between the Danube and the M6 motorway, the
availability of Paks harbour and the quality of life of the city will be
significantly improved.

Responsible institution

Who is responsible for implementing the recommended action?
Local government of Paks, National Infrastructure Developing Plc
(NIF Zrt.), Hungarian Public Road Nonprofit Plc. (MK Nzrt.)
Which other institutions should be involved?
National Toll Payment Services Plc. and concerned public
organizations

Steps

What concrete steps will have to be taken in order to implement
the whole recommendation?
This is what the responsible institution has to do as preparation
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 To analyse the conditions of constructing the connecting road,
consultations with the affected institutions, stakeholders and
inhabitants, preparing financial and economic cost-benefit
analysis.
These are the stakeholders the responsible institution has to
involve
National Toll Payment Services Plc, operators of the concerned
port(s)
This is what the responsible institution has to do first, second,
third
 To elaborate a detailed implementation plan, feasibility study,
needs assessment, financial and economic cost-benefit
analysis.
 Consultation with local inhabitants and companies operating
in the area of the planned construction.
 Gain national and/ or EU financial support for the
implementation.
 Public procurement for the construction works and
implementation.
This is what the responsible institution has to do before the
recommendation can be considered as successfully implemented
 Standard testing and control processing before putting into
service and operating licence.
This is what the responsible institution has to do to monitor and
evaluate the action (if applicable)  which criteria are useful for
measuring good or poor implementation? Where are these data
available or do we have to collect the relevant data?
 To monitor environmental impacts (e.g. noise and air
pollution), traffic volume, the settlement structure impacts,
built environmental impacts, social and economic impacts.
 To develop the access infrastructure of the Paks port to
ensure higher capacity within the port.
Horizon for implementation

Taken from the Roadmap and further specified if possible
The expected time horizon of the implementation is ~3 years
including preparatory activities.

Budget

Estimated necessary budget and (if possible) recommendation
from where the budget can be generated (funding options etc.)
Implementation (non-recurring costs)
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 There is no detailed cost estimate for the construction. The
estimated budget of the ~4km connecting road is ~5 million €.
Operation (yearly costs)
 In the future the government has to pay maintenance and
repair costs, e.g. pothole repair, enclosure reinforcement,
berm and ditch arranging, maintenance of signalling system.
~20.000 €/year
Good practice example

1.4.8

This measure is not adopted from other countries, there are
naturally good practices available in Hungary for road
constructions.

Upgrade the railway link between Budapest Freeport and the core network

Csepel island and transport links

Bridge constructions between the inland Freeport of Budapest and the core network
corridors
Description

Though rail freight of the Freeport is constantly growing, there are
serious bottlenecks on Csepel island:
1. Gubacsi bridge
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Railway connection to the Freeport of Budapest is already existing
via Gubacsi Bridge. Currently, freight trains can only enter the
bridge with 5 km/h speed limit and 18 t axle load limitation for
freight wagons, 20 t axle load limitation for the locomotives.
The speed limit cannot be lowered, but considering the poor
technical condition of the bridge, it is a risk that MÁV Ltd. will have
to introduce further weight limitations, which will result in serious
loss of water side freight volume and strengthen the bottleneck
between the core railway network and the largest freight
transportation port of Hungary.
By reconstructing the Gubacsi bridge the Freeport of Budapest, the
largest cargo port of the country, can remain operable, keeping this
important regional economic potential operational.
2. Corvin node
The insufficient condition of the port’s railway connection has an
impact on the operation of the road infrastructure network which
also suffers from shortage in efficiency in the surroundings of the
port area. Due to the heavy bidirectional traffic of freight transport
both on the road and on railway, the so-called Corvin node situated
between the port and the Gubacsi bridge with a rail-road
intersection suffers from very low permeability on a daily basis,
resulting in constant traffic jams in the urban traffic.
This is a rising problem as the occupancy of the port is increasing.
The newly established container terminal is predicted to
significantly increase the traffic of the port. As the Freeport of
Budapest is an identified TEN-T port on the Rhine-Danube
transportation corridor, this growth could contribute to the
European Strategy for the Danube River as its target is to increase
the cargo transport on the Danube by 20% until 2020 compared to
2010.
For developing the TEN-T port, the improvement of railway
connection as well as the maintenance have equally high priority,
which are the main objectives of this measure as well.
3. Galvani bridge
The Freeport has direct connection with the motorways and the
adjacent districts, but these are also limited. Currently there is only
one road which applies direct access to the ringway around
Budapest. The ringway has a high priority in roadway
transportation, as the ring has the connection to all the motorways
across the country.
River Danube makes Budapest geographically a two-sided city. The
eastern side, Pest, has a direct connection to Freeport via Kvassay
Bridge, but from the western side, Buda, it is not possible to reach
Freeport directly. The lack of a bridge (Galvani bridge) from Buda
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to Csepel island results in a bottleneck between the roadway
transport of Buda and Pest.
Due to the situation mentioned above, the Integrated Transport
Development Program of Budapest supports the construction of
Galvani Bridge and the General Assembly of Budapest has already
accepted the plans of the new facility. With the realization of this
project, as the western marshalling yard, Újbuda can also serve the
two main freight transportation corridors, just as Ferencváros and
Soroksár. After the construction Freeport will have two different
but direct connection with the ringway around Budapest.
Scope of the measure: in order to solve the complex bottleneck
problem on Csepel island, as a first step, the reconstruction of
Gubacsi bridge is to be implemented. Technical planning,
feasibility study and alternative analysis are under preparation.
Though, the financial sources for the construction works are not
provided yet.
Beneficiaries

Responsible institution

Who is benefitting from this measure and why?
Any stakeholder of port operation is benefitting from the
measure since the development of ports' infrastructure affects
various level of port management: port owners, port managers,
port operators, shipping companies and any other user of the
concerned Danube ports.
Objectives of the measure
The main objective of the measure is to reduce the most
significant bottleneck from the freight transportation routes
crossing Budapest. By the realization of the measure, freight
trains will be able to cross Gubacsi Bridge and Corvin node at a
higher speed than 5km/hour, and the axle load limitation of the
wagons will be also able to decrease. After the construction of
the new bridge, Freeport will have two direct roads to connect it
with the ringway of Budapest.
Who is responsible for implementing the recommended action?
The Ministry of National Development (NFM) and the National
Infrastructure Developer Plc. (NIF Zrt.) are the main responsible
bodies for the implementation. NIF has been accomplishing
projects assigned by NFM since 2007. In the last 11 years, NIF has
constructed hundreds of kilometres of roadways and railways.
Which other institutions should be involved?
In order to realize the project, the Municipality of Csepel district
(where the construction takes place) must permit the execution
plan. Though the place of the project is under the authority of the
Municipality, the operator of the railway is the Hungarian
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Railways (MÁV Zrt.) and of the roadway is the Transport Centre of
Budapest (BKK).
Steps

What concrete steps will have to be taken in order to implement
the whole recommendation?
This is what the responsible institution has to do as preparation
The measure shall be approved by the Municipality of Csepel
district.
These are the stakeholders the responsible institution has to
involve
Municipality of Csepel, Transportation Centre of Budapest and
Hungarian Railways shall be involved.
This is what the responsible institution has to do first, second,
third
 NIF shall initiate discussions with the Municipality of Csepel
and with the ministry on the possible implementation
alternatives and the expected impacts;
 Complete feasibility studies in line with the agreement
between stakeholders;
 Detailed market analysis and transport forecasts, economic
cost-benefit analysis;
 Public procurement and construction works;
 Monitoring transport statistics, including road and rail
transport, with special focus on the intermodal transport
volumes within the Freeport.
This is what the responsible institution has to do before the
recommendation can be considered as successfully implemented
Agree with the Municipality of Csepel on the execution plan
alternatives.
This is what the responsible institution has to do to monitor and
evaluate the action (if applicable)  which criteria are useful for
measuring good or poor implementation? Where are these data
available or do we have to collect the relevant data?
The responsible institution has to measure the travel time between
the marshalling yard and the entry point of Freeport.
After the construction travel time shall be reduced. These data will
be available at the Freeport.

Horizon for
implementation

Taken from the Roadmap and further specified if possible
Since there is no execution plan accepted and the financial
sources are not yet available, implementation time has not been
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Budget

Good practice example

1.4.9

identified. Nevertheless, construction works would require a
minimum of 3 years.
Estimated necessary budget and (if possible) recommendation
from where the budget can be generated (funding options etc.)
The estimated budget of the Gubacsi bridge reconstruction is ~60
million €.
In case the measure is adopted from a different country, give
reference to the example in order to facilitate communication and
learning from each other
Since there is no experience available for reconstruction with
these specific conditions, good practices have not been identified.

Integrated Port Information System (KIR)

Planned functional structure of the pilot system, Source: http://www.rsoe.hu/tevekenysegek/kir_hu/
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9. Development of an Integrated Port Information System in Hungary (KIR)
Description
The competitiveness of Hungarian inland ports suffers from
obsolete infrastructure and outdated technologies. The overall
objective of the CEF Transport project is to develop an integrated
inland port ICT application to streamline administrative formalities
through better use of information, communication and positioning
technologies. To deliver on the overall objective, the project will
develop, test and validate an integrated inland port information. In
addition, KIR project will analyse cross-border options and
opportunities for interconnection.
The main activities of KIR project:
i) design of pilot system;
ii) pilot system implementation and testing
iii) exploitation of results.
The central information system will capture all automatic and
manual data inputs, including the planned and current entry into
port of various water and inland transport vehicles (ship, lorry
and rail) and freight traffic (loading and unloading). The central
system aggregates and processes the data and serves users in the
form of appropriate notifications and queries based on their
eligibility levels. It informs the carriers about their exact point of
loading within the port, helps the freight forwarder to keep track
of the merchandise and provides general port statistics to the
ministry.
The pilot system will have the following functionalities:
 Port and Cargo Operations Management;
 Port Traffic and Berth Management;
 Port Services and Dues Management and
 Electronic Reporting and Statistics
Beneficiaries

Who is benefitting from this measure and why?
The direct beneficiary of the project is the Ministry of National
Development and the implementation body is the Hungarian
National Association of Radio Distress-Signalling and
Infocommunications (RSOE).
Final users benefitting from the project are port owners,
managers and operators, policy makers and any user publicly
accessing port cargo figures: e.g. sailors, truck driver, external
quality inspectors, ware owners, sellers and buyers too.
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Objectives of the measure
KIR project will have positive impacts on the competitiveness of
inland waterway transport, modal split, traffic management,
service quality, safety and security.
Responsible
institution

Who is responsible for implementing the recommended action?
Hungarian Ministry of National Development (NFM) through the
National Association of Radio Distress-Signalling and
Infocommunications (RSOE)
Which other institutions should be involved?
All Danube ports along the Hungarian sector shall be involved in
the development, including port owners, managers and
operators.

Steps

What concrete steps will have to be taken in order to implement
the whole recommendation?
This is what the responsible institution has to do as preparation
ACTIVITY 1: Project management and publicity measures
 Project and financial management
 Project dissemination and synergy with other relevant
projects and organizations
 Preparation and execution of public procurement procedure
These are the stakeholders the responsible institution has to
involve
Stakeholders of Danube ports to get information on their needs
and recommendations as regards the operation of the system
This is what the responsible institution has to do first, second,
third
ACTIVITY 2 AND 3: Design of the pilot system (2018) and its
implementation and testing (2019), introduction in 2020
 monitoring of the incoming/outgoing transport flows
into/from the port;
 recording the volume of cargo loading and unloading;
 port traffic management;
 analysing user needs;
 modernization of the registration system of port terminals;
 installation of hardware components;
 software development and system integration;
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 modernization of the port management supervision, and
automatization of port charges and electronic invoicing;
 pilot tests, evaluation and validation
 providing electronic data to ministries, national statistics
office and EUROSTAT;
 an enhanced security system
 monitoring the implementation of port rules and licenses
This is what the responsible institution has to do before the
recommendation can be considered as successfully implemented
Introduce the statistic services in the first step in the Danube
ports with ‘national public ports’ title.
This is what the responsible institution has to do to monitor and
evaluate the action (if applicable)  which criteria are useful for
measuring good or poor implementation? Where are these data
available or do we have to collect the relevant data?
As a result of the project, each Hungarian Danube ports shall be
connected to the new system and continuously up-to-date data
should be available publicly for any user.
ACTIVITY 4: Exploitation of results
Exploiting possibilities for cross border cooperation based on the
project results
It is not decided on which level will the data supply be, or the
government will expand the functions with additional inputs in
the future or not.
Horizon for
implementation

Budget

The project is planned between September 2017 - December
2020 to implement and establish the whole system. When the
system will have been running successfully for years than it is
expected to be merged with data from other countries to create a
big database for the entire Danube Region. In the future it can be
expanded with additional functions as well, e.g. calculating port
fees.
Estimated necessary budget and (if possible) recommendation
from where the budget can be generated (funding options etc.)
Implementation (non-recurring costs)
 The total implementation cost will be 997 500 EUR financed
by the EU and the owner of the system will be the Hungarian
government. The cost covers the creation of the system and
the needed equipment as well: license plate recognition
cameras, Wi-Fi and mobile applications.
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Operation (yearly costs)
 There is no detailed estimate for the future operational costs
since the system operator has not been selected. In addition,
operational costs mostly depend on the final specifications.
The government is expected to provide financial support for
the future operation (80.000€/year). The usage of this system
shall be free for all the parties concerned.
Good practice
example

There are numerous good practices for such information system in
other member states as well, for example in Italy, Spain, Germany
(Diusburg, Hamburg), Netherlands (Rotterdam).
RSOE works on building up the system based on its own
experiences and ideas, but the association is in contact with the
above-mentioned ports as well to gain information on the good
practices and experiences.

1.4.10 Biomass based power plant concept in Danube ports

Source: stockphoto.com
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10. Adaptation of a biomass power plant concept in Danube ports, based on the findings of
project ENERGY BARGE within the Danube Transnational Programme
Description
Pre-feasibility study is being completed on the implementation and
maintenance of a biomass-based power plant in the Freeport of
Budapest to supply companies settled in the port with renewable heat
and energy. The study is being completed in the framework of ENERGY
BARGE, a project within the Danube Transnational Program. Main
objectives of ENERGY BARGE are:
 Establish and map the possibilities of energy biomass value chains
along the River Danube,
 Increase the share of IWT in the modal split, create biologistics hubs
at Danube ports,
 Discover new markets and launch joint services related to energy
biomass supply.
Key factors for successful implementation
’soft’ components – cooperation & legislation







Strong cooperation of Danube ports, R&D institutes and policymakers (legislation) on local, national and international levels
State aid support for eco-friendly service as the concept of
biomass transport on IWW
Involvement of raw material suppliers, biomass processers and
manufacturers, service providers (heat and energy suppliers), and
all the potential end-users (public and specific consumers e.g. port
companies in case of installing a biomass power plant)
Measure local demand for heat and energy
Map the available raw materials in the region

’hard’ components – infrastructure & technology








Each forestry located along the river shall have free access to the
nearest port equipped with necessary machineries, loading and
unloading facilities for carrying wood biomass (logs etc.)
Danube ports specialized in agri-product handling shall have
sufficient buffer storage capacities for residues, agri-by-products
and other energy biomass raw materials (bulk cargo)
Switch from traditional gas-based infrastructure to biomass-based
heat and energy supply
Examine the possibilities to connect to the grid
Storage capacities to be settled by the power plant, located on
river side with multimodal connections
New technology requires adequate human capacities
Prices of raw materials and service provision (supply) must be
below traditional gas’
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Beneficiaries

Who is benefitting from this measure and why?




Forestries and sawmills, lumberyards, carpentries selling
firewood, logs, or residues to their clients.
Less dependency on energy import on national level.
Danube logistics sector: growing share of IWT generating higher
turnover for inland ports.

Objectives of the measure






Responsible institution

Modal shift from road transport to IWT
Higher level of B2B cooperation of Danube ports
Installation of loading facilities and water establishments at
forestries by the Danube
Supply biomass-based heat and energy for companies settled in
Danube ports for a competitive price below traditional gas’
Establish an energy biomass logistics hub in the Freeport of
Budapest and building up a system that can be benchmarked as a
good practice by other ports along the Danube

Who is responsible for implementing the recommended action?


Freeport of Budapest Logistics, MAHART-Freeport Plc.

Which other institutions should be involved?






Steps

Port operators, companies having offices and warehouses in the
Freeport
Forestries
FŐTÁV Zrt. (Capital District Heating Co.)
Local Government of Budapest District XXI
HEA Hungarian Energy and Public Utility Regulatory Authority
Other Hungarian Danube ports specialized to grain, agri-products,
by-products and/or wood biomass handling and storing

What concrete steps will have to be taken in order to implement the
whole recommendation?
This is what the responsible institution has to do as preparation
MAHART-Freeport Plc. has to


Involve forestries and other Danube ports with a special focus on
grain and wood handling and storing to establish an energy
biomass supply chain;



Support forestries by the river to set up their own ports with
necessary machineries and loading facilities;



Define the location of the power plant and its related storage
facilities by the river;



Complete a business plan for calculating costs, benefits, profits;
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Define the required scale and estimate performance of the power
plant;



Set the organizational structure and decide on the investor and
operator of the facilities (MAHART, FBL or a project company
(internal or external));



Organize logistics services and fluent supply.

These are the stakeholders the responsible institution has to involve


Freeport of Budapest Logistics Ltd.



Port operator companies, logistics service providers



Forestries



FŐTÁV Zrt. – Capital District Heating Co.



Local Government of Budapest District XII



Freight forwarding companies specialized to wood and grain
transport



Danube ports specialized to wood and grain handling and
storage

This is what the responsible institution has to do first, second, third
1. Invest into the preparation and construction works or involve
an investor
2. Decide on the way of operation and desired organizational
structure
3. Switch from the current traditional gas-based infrastructure in
the port to biomass heat and energy supply
4. Share experiences with other Danube ports
This is what the responsible institution has to do before the
recommendation can be considered as successfully implemented
Maintaining and operating the power plant and the related
infrastructure, supplying companies settled in the port
This is what the responsible institution has to do to monitor and
evaluate the action (if applicable)  which criteria are useful for
measuring good or poor implementation? Where are these data
available or do we have to collect the relevant data?
Difference between biomass raw materials’ prices vs. traditional gas’
prices
Horizon for
implementation

Taken from the Roadmap and further specified if possible
First milestone of the measure would be to implement and maintain a
biomass-based heat and energy supply system for companies settled in
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the Freeport of Budapest exclusively. Second step would be to expand
this service and supply other customers, the public, outside the port. As
a further milestone, other biomass-based power plants could be
installed along the Danube.
First investment into biomass power plant established in the Freeport
of Budapest could return in 8-10 years.
Budget

Estimated necessary budget and (if possible) recommendation from
where the budget can be generated (funding options etc.)
 Implementation (non-recurring costs)
Investment costs depend on the scale of the power plant. Prior
calculations have been completed for plants with 15 and 12 and 6 MWe
nominal power generation. Nominal investment cost in HUF / kWe is
HUF 600,000 i.e. approx. EUR 2,000.


Operation (yearly costs)

Typical operation and maintenance staff at a plant varies from 3-5
people for a 1-5 MWe plant to 20-40 people in case of a 20-40 MWe
plant. The size of the on-site O&M staff and organization depends on:






Good practice example

plant size
fuel type
plant design
degree of plant automation
need for 24/7 presence of staff vs. possible cooperation and
involvement with other industrial operators
O&M strategy, responsibilities

In case the measure is adopted from a different country, give reference
to the example in order to facilitate communication and learning from
each other
There are numerous activities practiced in other ports related to energy
biomass logistics, and there are biomass-based power plants across
Hungary as well. Although, this measure is not an exact benchmark from
a certain Danube port in the region having its own biomass power plant
to supply its warehouses and offices.
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